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SOCIAL AND CULTURAL
TEXTURE

Every meaning has a context

A third arena is social and cultural texture. This arena differs from
the arena of intertexture by its use of anthropological and socio-
logical theory to explore the social and cultural nature of the voices
in the text under investigation. Study of a particular sector of early
Christianity with sociological theory appeared in lVayne A. Meeks's
study of 

'The Man from Heaven in Johannine Sectarianism' (1.972).

Meeks analyzed both 'the special patterns of language' in the
Gospel of John and the special logic of the myth of the descending
and ascending redeemer (p. 44), integrating a close, rhetorical read'
ing of the text with anthropological and sociological insights into

the formation and maintenance of sectarian communities. His inter-
pretation demonstrates the profound relationship in Johannine
discourse between the redeemer who belongs to the 

'world of the
Father'yet comes into the 'world which does not know or compre-
hend' him, and those who are 

' in the world'yet are drawn to the
redeemer by 

'believing' in him. In the end, the reader sees that the

redeemer's foreignness to the world is directly related to the sect's
perception of itself as foreign to the world - 

' in it but not of it ' .

In Meeks's words:

The Fourth Gospel not only describes, in etiological fashion,
the birth of that community; it also provides reinforcement of
the community's isolation. The language patterns we have
been describing have the effect, for the insider who accepts
them, of demolishing the logic of the world, particularly the
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world of Judaism, and progressively emphasizing the secrarian
consciousness. If one 'believes' 

what is said in this book, he is
quite l iterally taken out of the ordinary world of social reality.

(1972:71')

This article was a superb init ial step toward analysis of the social

and cultural texture of a text in a mode that is attentive to the inner
rexture of the text. It contains a l imitation that cerrainly cannot be
crit icized for 1972, but which needs to be rranscended today,
nanrely the place where it stops its analysis and interprerarion.
The article does not use sociological theory that would give further
insight into the nature of the counterculture under discussion.
Meeks discusses the historical existence of a community of Johan-
nine believers without expanding the reader's sociological under-
standing of the discourse. These people, in his view, set themselves
apart from the Jewish people in their serring and the world in which
rhey lived. There are different ways in which people set themselves
apart from others, and sociologists and anthropologists have given
us language to describe different ways in which people do this.
Meeks did not take the next step of using these resources. Though
Meeks has, in a number of articles, pursued the social and cultural
dimensions of various kinds of discourse in a mode similar ro the
init ial article on the Johannine Man from heaven (1927, t9t3, 1185,
1991), a historical rather rhan sociological orientation has remained
prominent in Meeks's books. As Meeks has moved ro an interesr in
the moral world of early Christianity (1986b, 1986c, 1,987, 1,988,
1990a, 1990b,l9%), he has maintained a historical focus rather than
carrying out a socio-rhetorical project that programmatically
explores the social and cultural narure of various kinds of early
Christian discourse (but see Meeks 1985).

The year after the appearance of Meeks's article on Johannine
sectarianism, Jonathan Z. Smith presented a paper on 

'The Social
Description of Early Christianity' that called for the incorporation
of highly developed anthropological theory in analysis and interpre-
tation of early Christian data (tglS; cf . Meeks 't975). ln his article,
Smith referred to an 'almost 

total lack of persuasive models' (p. 1S),
a seduction ' inro a description of a Sitz irn Leben that lacks a con-
crete (i.e., non-theological) seat' and offers only the most absrracr
understanding of 

' l i fe'(p. 
1S), the writ ing of social histories of early

Christianity {.r . th.o..t ical vacuum in which outdated "laws" are
appealed to ,rrd applied . . . which no longer represenr a consensus
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outside the New Testament or church history fields' (p. 19), and
'unquestioned 

apologetic presuppositions and naive theories' (p. 2O).
He suggested, however, that there were many resources available to
move ahead, including a few 'major 

synrheses, lacking only the
infusion of new theoretical perspectives' (p. ZO). Call ing for 'careful

attention to the inner history of the various religious traditions and
cults' (p.20) and analysis and interprerarion rhat are 

'both 
richly

comparative and quite consciously situated within contemporary
anthropological and sociological theory' $.2t), he pointed to
Meeks's articie on the Johannine Man from heaven as a 'happy

combination of exegetical and sociological sophistication' (p.21).
Smith's crit ical agenda introduces theoretical practices that move
interpretation beyond the boundaries of a poetics thar l imits textual
discourse to its ' inner' 

world toward a comprehensive, crit ical
method for constructing a new picture of the social and religious
nature of early Christianity. New Testan'rent inrerprerers have been
gradually adopting the critical insights of cultural anthropology in
his four books since that t ime (J. Z. Smith 1978,'1,982,1987,1990),
but much needs yet to be learned from these profound analyses of
early Christianity.

The same year as the appearance of Smith's init ial paper (1975),

John G. Gager's Kingdom and Community: Tbe Social World of
Early Cbristianity introduced models from rwentierh-cenrury
sociology and anthropology for the study of early Christianity
(1975). Gager's analysis was part of the same intellectual world as
Smith's; but this was a distant world from the work of many other
interpreters at the time. Many interpreters knew thar these intellec-
tual worlds should come rogether, bur they also knew that the road
would be steep and rocky. Gager broached the issue with a well-
placed quotation from Peter Brown:

The need to l ink disciplines is frequently expressed among us.
Discussion of this need takes place in an atmosphere, how-
ever, that suggesrs the observation of an African chieftain on a
neighboring tribe: 'They 

are our enemies. \We marry them'.
(P. Brown 1970: 171; quoted in Gager 1975: xii; cf . Gager '1982)

Gager himself used social anthropological studies of mil lennialist
cargo cults in Melanesia, social-psychological studies of cognitive
dissonance and a merger of cultural-anthropological and history-
of-religions interpretations of myth to approach 'The End of Time
and the Rise of Communiry' in f irsr-cenrury Chrisrianity (Gager
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1975: 19-65). Then he discussed the transition from charisma to
canon and orthodoxy (pp.66-92), the social class or status of early
Christians (pp. 93-l1f) and a perspective on the success of
Christianity (pp. 11a-58) as major challenges for interpreters of
early Christianity. Rich with sociological and anthropological
insight as well as information about the first four centuries of early
Christianity, this book established an agenda for a new paradigm of
investigation and interpretation. Vhile a number of its agendas have
been pursued in one way or another, the task of incorporating its
insights programmatically into exegesis of New Testament texts
still lies in the future. Socio-rhetorical criticism sets forth a pro-
grammatic set of strategies to pursue, test, enrich and revise the
provisional conclusions Gager advances in his book.

SPECIFIC SOCIAL TOPICS IN RELIGIOUS
LITERATURE

\fhile Meeks used the term 'counterculture' to describe Johannine
sectarianism and Gager used studies of mil lennialist cargo cults to
inform his analysis, neither used a comprehensive sociological
theory about religious communities in their analysis and inter-
pretation. James A. Vilde, in contrast, investigated the social
response to the world in the discourse of the Gospel of Mark with
the aid of Bryan \Vilson's seven rypes of religious sects (Vlilde 1974,
1978). An adaptation of lf i lson's sociological definit ions to socio-
rhetorical descriptions of different types of religious discourse pro-
duces the following seven major responses to the world.

Conversionist argumentation considers the outside world to be
corrupted because humans are corrupted. If people can be changed
then the world wil l be changed. It takes no interest in programs of
social reform or in the polit ical solution of social problems and may
even be actively hosti le to them. The judgment on humans and
events tends to be moralizing, because it is grounded in a belief that
humans are entirely responsible for their actions. This argumenta-
tion encourages revivalism and public preaching at mass meetings
rather than door-to-door activity. It encourages emotional, but not
ecstatic, experiences.

Rer.tolutionist argumentation maintains an eschatological position
that nurtures a desire to be rid of the present social order when the
time is ripe - if necessary, by force and violence. It awaits a new
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order under God's direction when the people who use this argumen-
tation will become the holders of power as the friends and represen-
rarives of God. This argumentation is hostile at one and the same
time to social reform and to instantaneous conversion. It tends to
explain the world in determinist terms, iust as it tends to consider
the fate of individuals to be pre-determined. The argumentation
occupies itself in prophetic exegesis, in comparisons of inspired
texts and in the relation between predictions and contemporary
evenrs. Since conversionist argumentation considers change to be
an occasional and gradual occurrence, it nurtures discourse that
familiarizes newcomers with a complex spectrum of beliefs and
moves them toward an acceptance of their truth. Revolutionist argu-
mentation, in contrast, speaks in a matter-of-fact, unemotional
manner, simply asking a newcomer to believe that this is the way
things are. God is viewed as a divine autocrat. There is little feeling
of direct relationship with the divinity. The members are considered
to be God's instruments, waiting for the decreed moment, agents of
God's work and wil l.

Introversionisl argumentation encourages people neither to con-
verr the population nor to expect the world's overturn, but simply
to retire from the world to enl'oy the security granted by personal
holiness. The argumenration is indifferent to social reform, to indi-
vidual conversion and to social revolution. It may consider some
particular inspirational experiences to be significant for the entire
group, or it may consider them to be purely individual revelations
that might help the growth of personal piety. This argumentation is

concerned more with deepening than with widening spiritual experi-
ence. It holds a certain disdain for those 'without holiness' and does
not encourage the believers to introduce others to their holiness.
It nurtures meetings that are 'assemblies of the saved' (gathered

remnant). It views the community as supporting the individual and
does not encourage people to act in mission in the outside world.
The argumentation exhorts the faithful to be a law unto themselves
and to live apart from the world.

Gnostic rnanipulationisr argumentation insists especially on Parti-
cular and distinctive knowledge. By and large, it accepts the outside
world and its goals. It proclaims a more spiritualized and ethereal
version of the cultural ends of global society, but it does not reject
them. Gnostic manipulationist argumentation tries instead to

change the methods appropriate for attaining these ends. It some-
times claims that the only way of achieving its spiritualized goals is
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ro use the special knowledge taught by the movement. This is the

only rrue and worthwhile way of acquiring health, wealth, happiness

and social prestige. Although reinterpreting 
'worldly' 

activit ies, it

offers special techniques and verbal modes of assurance that iustify
the pursuit and attainment of cultural goals. This argumentation

offers means for learning the systems but does not provoke con-

versions since the important thing is for people to acquire spiritual

arrirudes rather than to offer specific activit ies or relationships.

Anyone may accept the gnosis and use it for his or her own personal

ends since its efficacy is not dependent on any relationship or on

any mystical Process.
Thaumaturglc argumentation insists that it is possible for people

to experience the extraordinary effect of the supernatural on their

l ives. It encourages the seeking of personal messages from spirits,

obtaining cures, effecting transformations and performing miracles.

It defines believers in relation to the wider society by affirming that

normal reality and causation can be suspended for the benefit of

special and personal dispensations. This argumentation resists

acceptance of the physical process of aging and death and

encourages people to come together to affirm a special exception
from everyday realit ies which assures individuals and their loved

ones of perpetual wellbeing in the next world. For the present, the
believers procure immediate advantages by accomplishing miracles.
This argumentation does not claim a special knowledge, but calls
upon spirits and other powers to perform oracles and miracles. The
ends it seeks can be defined in terms of compensation for personal
losses rather than the specific quest for cultural goals.

Reformist argumentation insists that social, polit ical and
economic institutions can serve good, rather than oppressive, ends.
By encouraging a very strong sense of identity and study of the
world, it attempts to encourage people to involve themselves in the
world with good deeds. This argumentation nurtures a role of social
conscience and acceptance of a place in the world without becoming
part of the world or being made impure by it. In other words, it
encourages active association with the world without becoming part
of it.

Utopian argumentation asserts that people should inaugurate a
new social system free from evil and corruption to run the world.
This system will change the relation of everything and everyone in
the world. This argumentation encourages partly withdrawing from
the world and partly wishing to remake it into a better place. It is
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more radical than reformist argumenration, because it argues that
the whole sysrem should be changed. It is potentially less violent
than revolutionary argumentation, because it argues that authoritar-
ianism is one of the major evils in the world. It is more constructive
on a social level than conversionisr argumentation, because it argues
that the sysrem is the source of evil, rarher than people, whose
nature is more naturally good than evil. Utopian argumentation
encourages the construction of the world on a communitarian basis-
While it regularly encourages the establishmenr of colonies, it does
so as part of a program for the reorganization of the world along
communi ty  I ines.

It x'ould be rare for discourse in a text as long as a Gospel or an
Epistle to contain only one kind of social response ro the world.
Rather ,  rwo or  three modes of  response interacr ,  creat ing a par t icu-
lar social texture for the discourse. For \f i lde, revolutionist dis-
course dominates the text of Mark. and the social texture of this
argumentation is 'objectivist '. 

This means that the discourse focuses
primarily on rhe world as an object to be dealt with. Among the
seven types of discourse, four are objectivist:

(a) revolutionist, which says God wil l overturn the world;
(b) introversionist, which says God calls us to abandon the

world;
reformist, which says God calls us to change present social
institutions so rhey function toward good ends;
utopian, which says God calls us to replace the present social
system with a new social organization from which evil is
absent (Wilde l9t8:50; Robbins 1994b,1994d).

Wilde concludes that the objectivisr aspect of Markan discourse is
revolutionist. People themselves wil l never be able to change the
world sufficiently enough to bring salvation. Therefore, the dis-
course does not use either reformist or utopian argumentation. The
discourse also does nor encourage people simply to abandon the
world. Rather, people are to engage in various kinds of activity unti l
God intervenes and overturns the world.

$/hat does this mean that people should be doing unti l God
intervenes? For Markan discourse, according to \f l i lde, two orher
kinds of social response are embedded in revolutionist discourse:
conversionism and thaumaturgic response. Conversionism is a sub-
jectivist aspecr of discourse (tgZS: SO-t), and \Wilde concludes thar
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'[d]eath makes sense in Mark only as a result of conversionism and
only for the sake of revolutionism' (p. 64). Markan discourse chal-
lenges people to modify their predisposirions, amirudes and beliefs

rcw^rd a willingness to engage in 'a ministry of preaching, being
delivered up, and death' (p. 64). A thaumaturgic response is a 'rela-

rionist' aspect of discourse (p. 50), according to Vilde, and it sup-
porrs both the conversionism and the revolutionism by'reflect[ingl
or elicit l ingl a mountain-moving faith in God which has its reward
both in  a present  and future age' (p.66) .

First of all, I want to emphasize the usefulness of this kind of
approach for analyzine and interpreting the social and cultural
texture of the discourse of a texr. In rhetorical rerms, this kind of
analysis focuses on the 'special ' 

or'marerial ' topics in the discourse
(Aristotle, Rhet. 1.2.21-2; Kennedy l99l 45-7 (esp. n. 7l), 5O-2).
This means that the analysis works directly with the content of
statements in the rexr. \When the voice of Jesus in Mark 13.24-5
says, 

'But in those days, after that tribulation, the sun wil l be
darkened, and the moon wil l not give its l ight, and the stars wil l be
fall ing from heaven, and the powers in the heavens wil l be shaken',
this is a 

'revolutionist' 
premise, Jesus, the major actor in che narra.

tive discourse, asserts in these verses that there wil l be a future time
when God wil l intervene in the presenr order of the world and com-
pletely change things. Likewise, \f l i lde's discussion of 'conversionist'

discourse is based on verses l ike Jesus' assertion that one must
'repent 

and believe in the gospel'(Mark 1.15). In turn, Markan dis-
course voices a 'thaumaturgic' 

response to the world in such verses
as Jesus' staremenr in Mark 11.23:'Truly, I say to you, whoever says
to this mountain, "Be taken up and casr into the sea", and does not
doubt in his heart, but believes that what is said wil l come to pass,
it wil l be done for rhar person'. The specific conrenr of the dis-
course, then, asserts a social resDonse to the world that is an under-
lying premise or 'f irst 

principle' of this kind of discourse (Kennedy
1991:  46) .

Second, I want to challenge Wilde's anaiysis of Markan discourse
at one point. My analyses suggesr that Markan discourse is more
gnostic manipulationist' in its orientation than conversionist
(Robbins tggid: l+-il ). According ro Vilde, conversionists are
subjectivists who say, 'God 

wil l .hr.,g. us', while gnostic manipula-
tro-nists are relationists who say, 'God calls us to change perceprion'

l lYilde 1978: 50). I understani 'repent and believe [-, ih. gorp.l '
(Mark t.ts) to be a call from divine authority to change p.r.Jprior,.

( . )

(d)
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Moreover, I consider the emphasis on l istening, seeing, taking heed,
accepting and understanding what is hidden, secrer and mysrerious
to be more gnostic manipulationist in orientation than con-
versionisr (Robbins 1994d: 75). Burron Mack's discovery thar the
language in the parables in Mark 4 has a close culrural relation to
the system of paideia in Hellenistic-Roman culture is an important
contribution to this insight (Mack and Robbins 1989: 143-60'
Robbins 1994d:76_9). Aprimary orientation of Markan discourse is
to call people to change their perception of themselves and the
world rather than to presuppose that God changes people so they
see and think differenity. n"itt conversionist and-gnostic manipula-
tionist dimensions are present in the discourse, but my conclusion
is that gnostic manipulationist presuppositions dominate over con-
versionist presuppositions in Markan discourse.

In as much as I have engaged in dialogue with \flilde's analysis at
this point, it may also be good to return to Meeks's analysis for a
moment. If revolutionism, thaumaturgy and gnosric manipulation-
ism are prominent in Mark, what types of social response are promi-
nent in Johannine discourse? First, it would appear that there are
strong thaumaturgic presuppositions underlying Johannine dis-
course. There is a 

'relationist' 
dimension (' l fr l lde 1978: 50) in

common, then, with Markan discourse. Both accounts of the l ife of

Jesus emphasize the extraordinary effect of the supernatural on indi-
vidual people. The healing of the blind man in John 9 and the raising
of Lazarus in John 11 point dramatically to the presence of thauma-
turgic social response to the world in Johannine discourse.

Second, Johannine discourse does not move into strong revolu-
tionist assertions l ike Markan discourse. Johannine discourse
moves, instead, into assertions of separation from the world. This
points to strong introversionist impulses in Johannine discourse.
The emphasis is more upon God's call to abandon the world than
it is upon an assertion that God wil l overturn the world (revo-

lutionist), that God calls us to change present social institutions
(reformist) or that God calls us to replace the entire social system in
the world (utopian), though there may be a strain of this last one.

Johannine believers are to gather in a community of those 
'born of

heaven' and deepen their spiritual experience in this context.
Third, it wil l come as no surprise to most interpreters that

Johannine d iscourse conta ins gnosr ic  manipulat ionis t  premises.
Throughout the Fourth Gospel there is an emphasis on knowledge
sent from heaven that comes into rhe world as l ieht that shines in
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darkness. 
'All who received him, who believed in his name, he gave

Dower to become children of God' (John 1.12). The only way to

l... iu. this knowledge is through the Messiah Jesus, since 
'No one

has ever seen God; the only Son, who is in the bosom of the Father,

he has made h im known (John 1 '18) '

The remarkable thing about Johannine discourse is the manner in

which it embeds conversionist premises in its gnostic manipulation-

ist orientation. Throughout the narrative, there is a strong emphasis

on God's changing of people. On the one hand, this occurs through

the work of the Spirit Paraclete: 'The wind blows where it wil ls, and

you hear the sound of it, but you do not know whence it comes or

*hirh.. it goes; so it is with everyone who is born of Spirit '  (John

f.S). On the other hand, it occurs through the work of Jesus on

earth: 
' 'Whoever drinks of the water that I shall give him wil l never

thirst; the water that I wil l give him wil l become in him a spring of

water  wel l ing up to eternal  l i fe ' (John a.14) .  In  the Fourth Gospel  a

number of people are changed by Jesus to people who live with

God's powers of l i fe and truth in them: the Samaritan woman (4.7-

30); many Samaritans (+.tg-+z); Nicodemus (l.so-21; a blind man
(S.t-+t); Thomas (20.24-9). The emphasis on change, then, is promi-
nent. In fact, God's powers appe^r to effect much more profound
and widespread change in people in the Fourth Gospel than in the
Gospel of Mark. In Mark, the only people who experience profound
change experience it through direct physical healing: the leper
(t.+s); the Gerasene demoniac (S.zo); and blind Bartimaeus (t0.sz).

This means that change is l imited to thaumaturgic contexts. In
Mark, people who do not experience physical healing do not
undergo change that transforms them into believers who begin to
receive the full benefits of God's powers in their l ives. In the Fourth
Gospel, in contrast, profound change occurs in people not only
through the thaumaturgic powers of God but also through persua-
sive word of God. God changes people through powerful word as
well as powerful thaumaturgic deed. This means that Johannine dis-
course is more orominently conversionist than Markan discourse.
In Mark, p.opl. are either on the inside or the outside, and even
those on the inside may discover in the end that they are without
understanding and thus without the working powers of God in their
lives.

Using a sociologically grounded typology of religious resPonses
to the world, rhen, can exhibit the inner workings of the multiple
discourses in the New Testament with more clarity and detail than
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irrterpreters have seen thus far. Fortunately, others have also beerr
engaged in this kind of work, but often these analyses sti l l  need to
be taken into a programmatic socio-rhetorical form of analysis and
intepretation.

John H. Ell iott used \Wilson's typology in the context of 'socio-

logical  exegesis '  o f  1 Peter  at  the beginning of  the 1980s (1981).  For
Ell iott, rhe discourse of 1 Peter evokes a dominantly'conversionist'
response to the world (pp. 75-8, 102-6). Ell iott embeds his insights
in a comprehensive approach to exegesis he called 'sociological

exegesis' in 1981 and now calls 'social-scientif ic 
crit icism' (tSSOa).

His approach has an important relation to the four-texrure
approach of socio-rhetorical crit icism. Ell iott began with analysis of
a repetit ive patrern in the inner texture of I Peter. The term olAos
Itou tbeouf (household lof God]) occurs throughout 1 Peter in corre-
lation with paroihos (resident alien), paroih,ia (alien residence or
residence as aliens) and parepidEmos (visiting stranger). It is 'their

recurrence at key points in the srructure of the document', the
patrern of repetit ion, rhat artracted Ell iott 's attenrion (p.23). Ell iott
did not use rhetorical resources to analyze the discourse in the
letter, however. He presented a 'periphrastic 

outl ine' toward the
end of the book that 'attempts 

to reflect the l iterary srrucrure and
composition of the text as closely as possible while also explicating
its integrating theme and emphaser' (pp. 234-6). Thus, he gave sig-
nificant attention to the inner texture of 1 Peter on which inter-
preters can now build with the aid of rhetorical resources.

Next, Ell iott turned to oral-scribal intertexture on rhe basis of
the Septuagint, apocrypha, pseudepigrapha, Philo, Josephus,
New Testament, rabbinic l i terature and Greco-Roman literature
(pp. Z+-ll). Again, Ell iott did not seek rhetorical patterns that
accompany the language. Therefore, he did nor engage in a fully
socio-rhetorical analysis of social and cultural intertexture. Never-
theless, his quoting of Ecclesiastes and Psalms of Solomon, and his
gleaning of linguistic evidence in the Encyclopedic Dictionary of
Roman Lau (Berger 1953) gave considerable arrenrion to the inter-
texture of the language in the repetitive partern he identified in the
discourse (Elliott l98l 2447).

Ell iott contributed dimensions to interpretation rhar were
decisively new when he turned to his analysis of the social and cul-
tural texture of 1 Peter. In the process of developing a social profile
of the addressees, he employed the sectarian typology of Bryan
\Wilson and proposed that the discourse reveals a 'conve.sionitt
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response to the world' (pp. ZS-S). To fi l l  in the picture, Ell iott

explored the discourse for reference to geographical location; ethnic

cohpositionr legal, economic and social status; religious allegiance

and the social form such religious affi l iation assumes; and the

narure and historical circumstances of the conflict in which they are

involved. This analysis, guided by sociological theory, focused on

specific social topics in the discourse and exhibited a new way for

interpr"t"rs to proceed. In essence, Ell iott approximated the activity

of a sociologist taking a survey throughout the discourse of 1 Peter,

and with this approach Ell iott was showing interpreters a new mode

of analysis and interpretation. \f ith the next step, Ell iott moved

beyond specific social topics and focused on a widespread social

institution in the Mediterranean world, namely the 'household'

(pp. 165-266). From a rhetorical perspective, this is a move beyond

specific social topics to a common social and cultural phenomenon
in the discourse. This kind of exploration has become the trademark
of social-scientif ic crit icism and makes an excellent contribution to
one's understanding of the manner in which early Christian dis-
course often employs and reconfigures common social and cultural
perceptions in the polit ical, economic and social arenas of the
Mediterranean world.

In the final chapter, Ell iott turned to the ideological texture of
1 Peter. He discusses '.group interests' in the discourse and explains
how analysis of ideology moves beyond theological analysis and
interpretation. Then he turns to 'self-interests' that appear to point
specifically to a social location in Rome. Last, he analyses cultural
confl ict in the form of Christian and non-Christian ideologies
(pp. 267-83). Vith rhis move, Elliott took his analysis through the
four textures that orovide the comorehensive framework for socio-
rhetorical crit icism. Also, Ell iort 's inreresr in the ideology of the
text reveals that his investigation is at least implicitly rhetorical
from beginning to end. Ell iott 's concern l ies with the specific nature
of the discourse in 1 Peter, thus it returns regularly to the text as it
proceeds. Since Elliott did not use rhetorical resources, the investi-
gation is not a full-fledged socio-rhetorical analysis. Nevertheless,
the abiding interest in exegesis throughout the book pointed the
way toward a rruly interdisciplinary paradigm of interpretation.
rhe special conrribution of the book to socio-rhetorical crit icism is
threefold. First, it introduced social theory inro a conrext of detailed
exegesis. Second, it explicit ly discussed ideology within New
Testament texts, somethlng that historical-crit ical interpreters have
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been, 
.and 

in many insrances sti l l  are, unwill ing to do. Third. ;,
moved programmarical ly  through the four  . . "nrr -of  rexrure ,h; ; ; ;
the most prominent j1 t,he ngw, interdisciplinary paradigm ,l*, ;.:
been emerging in biblical studies during th. I"rt t*o d..ri.r. 

'- "

For this secrion of this chapter, the special interest is Ell iott 's u5.
of \Tilson's typology to analyze 1 peter. Locating 1 peter in Ali.
Minor, Ell iott perceives the problems facing the c*hristian, ,h".. ' ,o
be a double one: 'Not 

only were they suffeiing at the hands of orr,_
side.rs; this suffering posed a threat to their internal cohesion as
well '(1981: 83). The conversionisr narure of the discou.r. irr ip"r..
sets negarive and positive aspects of christian l ife in tension with
one anotner:

On the one hand, 1 peter presents the relation between the
believers and nonbelievers as one of alienation and hosti l i ty.
The former are being demeaned and abused by the lrtt., 

",inferior 'strangers' 
and 'aliens' (t.t, tZ;2.11), f inatical zealots

(3.13) ,  and r id icu lous 'Chr is t - lackevs,  (+. t+.16) .  .  .  .
On the other  hand,  th is  same document  speaks in  posi t ive,

optimistic terms concerning the eventual conversion of ,h.r.
outsiders (z.tz; l.t_z), supports a neurral, if not favorable.
view of civil government (2.13-11), and uti l izes the secularly
popular model of the household to discuss th" ,o1", 

"., irelationships of distinctive Christian behavior (Z.tS_l.Z:. \J ' '  r d t '  

(E l l i o t t  l 9g l :  l og )

Ell iott 's analysis and interpretation function in the context of a
comprehensive sociological theory about the development of
religious sects and the strategies of different kinds of sects. This
kind of analysis also looks carefully at the specific, material topics
of the discourse and un_covers the particular sociar ..rponr. *hi.h
the discourse evokes. The reader is left to wonder, however, if the
discourse of 1 Peter l imits itself ro conversionist premises. Does it
put a few revolutionist premises at the servic. of i,, conversionisr
discourse (Z.tZ; +.5, 4.7, 4.17)? Does it use conversionist premises
toward u.topian goals articulated in terms of blessed people l iving
generously with one another and with leaders of hrrman institutiorr
(2.+-zs; 3.1-12;5.1-5)? By pressing questions l ike this, the inter_
preter can begin a program of analysii and interpretation through_
out New Tesrament discourse that can display the configurationJof
social responses to the world that exist in New Testament discorrrse
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and rhose that do not. If we begin to see configurations that are con-

i"n i""^t outside New Testament discourse but not inside it, we

*ry frgr" ro- q.r.1 clearer view of the distinctive nature of Christian

,i"l"uti. in Mediterranean culture and society'
- 'Rob.r, 

Jewert's rhetorical and social analysis of 1 Thessalonians

^id,, ^n additional contribution to a socio-rhetorical mode of

,nrtyri, and interpretation (t980). From the perspective of \f l i lson's

l.rrinology, Jewett analyzed the happenstances in relation to

revolrrtionirt discourse during a period of time that spans the writ-

ine of t and 2 Thessalonians. For Jewett, some of the people in

Tliessalonica misunderstood the revolutionisr discourse in 1 Thessa-

lonians in such a manner that they became convinced that the

Dav of the Lord had already come. Jewett's analysis, however, does

no, r,rr. \flilson's typology, and it does not move fully into a socio-

rhetorical mode as it moves toward its goals. Rather, Jewett uses

rhetorical crit icism in the context of socio-historical crit icism.

His goal is to exhibit the historical and social intertexture of the dis-

course. In other words, his social analysis finally devotes most of its

atrention to the social actions of a group of people in Thessalonica

during a particular span of historical t ime. For this reason, Jewett
does not analyze the relation of revolutionist discourse in the letters

to conversionist, reformist, gnostic manipulationist, introversionist,

utopian and thaumaturgic discourse in the letters. As a result,

rhetorical analysis becomes a subdiscipline of historical crit icism
rather than an interdiscipline with a goal of exploring the ongoing
social and cultural aspects of religious discourse during the first

century.
Phil ip Esler's study of the social and polit ical motivations of

Lukan theology also used Wilson's typology, and Esler concluded
that the thaumaturgic and conversionist types of resPonse are esPe-
cially relevant for Luke-Acts (1987: 59). He characterizes the thau-
maturgic response in Lukan discourse, however, as 

'anti-

thaumaturgic', pointing to the superiority of the gospel over the
thaumaturgic ait ivit ies of Simon Magus (Acts 8.9-13, 8.18-24);
Elymas, the Jewish sorcerer in Paphos (Acts 13.6-12), and the books
of magic at Ephesus (tS.ts) (tggz: Sg; cf. Garrett 1989). The con-
versionist response, in turn, is evident in

its author's preoccupation with individual Penance and accep-

tance of the Gospel in baptism, which enable the believer to

enter a zone of Spirit-f i l led experience during the period
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before the final consummation
returning Son of Man.

to be inaugurated by the

(Esler 1987: 59)

After showing that Lukan discourse does not engage in a revolution-
ist response (tgSZ: Sg-oS), Erler does nor continue to use \f l i lson's
insights into religious secrs. I have included a socio-rhetorical
response to Esler's work in a recent study of Mary, Elizabeth and
the Magnificat in Luke 1.26-56 (1994b). My conclusion is that
Lukan discourse features an inner relation between thaumaturgy
and conversionism that emphasizes reformist activiry: for example,
a signil icant change in the systems of distribution throughout rhe
Roman empire. More recenrly, Esler has applied this kind of analy-
sis to 4 Ezra and other rexrs (tgg+a, 1994b). We can look forward to
refinemenrs in this kind of social analysis in future studies.

Although John Kloppenborg has not, in the studies available to
me, applied \Wilson's typology ro any text, his work has moved
steadily toward socio-rhetorical analysis and interpretation of the
social and cultural rexrure of texts. His article on Q and the Q
people (tggt) best exhibits the manner in which the overall move-
ment of his work has been toward programmaric socio-rhetorical
exegesis. First, he performs extensive analysis of the inner texture of
texts and maintains a textual location as he explores other arenas
and draws conclusions. The section on 'Form, 

Content and
Rhetoric' in his study of the social history of the Q people vividly
il lustrates the careful arrention he gives to repetit ive-progressive,
opening-middle-closing, narrational and argumentative rexture in
texts (1991:  81-5;  c f .  1990c) .  He observes not  only  insrruct ional
rhetoric (tf l l : St-S); bur he analyzes abbreviated and elaborated
chreiai that characterize Jesus as a founder of a movement (1991'
91-+). He enriches insight into the sayings through comprehensive
analysis of oral-scribal intertexture, which he exhibits prominently
in his book on Q (tlAZa). From the analysis of inner texrure and
oral-scribal interrexture, he moves to hisrorical and social inter-
texture by investigating material and literary evidence concerning
Galilee and the Decapolis (tggt: go-S). \flithin this context, he
moves to social and cultural texture, exploring the countercultural
nature of the sayings in the framework of hierarchies and inter-
actions antong people in the city and the rural areas of Roman
Palestine. He has nor artempted to move inro programmatic analysis
of ideology and theology in material available to me, but other
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arr ic les s ignal  the presence of  th is  arena in h is  work ( t98e,1987b,

lg8g.199Oa. 1990b,  l99Oc,  1990d).1ohn Kloppenborg 's  work,  there-

fore, has been contributing insights for socio-rhetorical crit icism for

a number of Years.
Analysis of the special or material topics of early Christian dis-

course using Wilson's typology of religious sects, then, is well

underway. Using the resources of rhetorical crit icism, we can begin

to display and analyze the configuration of premises both explicitly

asserted and implicit ly presupposed in the multiple kinds of dis-

course that exist in the New Testament as a result of the process of

selection that occurred throughout the first centuries of early

Christianity.

COMMON SOCIAL AND CULTURAL TOPICS

Another dimension of the social and cultural texture of a text

concerns the social and cultural systems and institutions that it

both presupposes and evokes. In rhetorical terms, this is a matter

of analyzrng'common topics' in a text (Aristotle, Rhet. 1.3.7-9;
2.19-24: Kennedy 1991:45-7,50-1,174-213). As the 1980s began,
Bruce J. Malina introduced the concept of common social and
cul tura l  systems and inst i tu t ions to New Testament  in terpretat ion,
us ing cul tura l  anthropology as h is  major  resource ( tggta;  1986a).
A Semeia volume edited by John H. Ell iott gathered together a
group of studies inspired by this new work under the rubric of
'soc ia l  

sc ient i f ic  cr i t ic ism'( tsSea).  Then a ser ies of  s tudies by

Jerome H. Neyrey (see bibliography), a volume on the social world
of Luke and Acts (Neyrey 1991), and a volume on social-scientif ic
crit icism and the New Testament (Ell iott 1993) have appeared,
which display the results of a decade and a half of work by Malina,
Elliott, Neyrey, Paul \7. Hollenbach, Richard L. Rohrbaugh,
Carolyn Osiek, Douglas E. Oakman, John J. Pilch, Halvor Moxnes,
Phil ip Esler, Dennis Duling, Mark McVann (see bibliography for
works of each author) and others (cf. Barclay 1992, tg95) on
common social and cultural systems and institutions in the Medi-
terranean world l ike honor and shame, l imited good, kinship, hospi-
tality, patron/client/broker, sickness and healing, purity, dyadic
personality, confl ict, city and countryside, temple and household,
and meals and table-fellowship. This work has added a new dimen-
sion throueh irs concentrated focus on those social and cultural
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phenomena that anthropological and sociological theory perceive to
be common to all people in Mediterranean society. By now the
work of these interpreters offers rich resources comparable to the
overall historical phenomena that had become available to inter-
preters by the middle of the twentieth century. Most of the people
engaged in this analysis consider themselves to be 

'adding 
additional

data' to the enterprise of historical crit icism. Some in the group
are trying to bring this data into contexts of interpretation informed
by careful attention to the nature of texts as written discourse (cf.

Robbins 1995).
Using the results of social-scientif ic crit icism, Bernard Brandon

Scott wrote a book on the parables that embeds analysis of social
and cultural systems and institutions in close exegetical work on the
texts rhemselves (tggg). The book moves sysremarically rhrough
literary-structural analysis of each parable, explicit and compre-
hensive intertextual comparison and analysis, social and cultural
analysis and at least implicit ideological and theological analysis.
The manner in which Scott enacted this interdisciplinary analysis
and interpretation virtually fulf i l ls the goals of a socio-rhetorical
study without claiming the designation. Scott 's interest focuses on
'voice' in the parables, and his goal is to reconstruct 'the implied
speaker/author of the corpus of the parables' (p. 65). His analysis
features detailed exhibit ion of both repetit ive-progressive and open-
ing-middle-closing texture in the parables. After detailed analysis
of inner textual features, he presents a l ine-by-line reading that iden-
tif ies, among other things, the manifestation of social and cultural
systems and institutions in the discourse of the parables. His analy-
sis reveals three major systems and institutions of Mediterranean
social l i fe and culture in their discourse: (a) the institution of the
family; (b) the social and cultural system of patron-client relations;
and (c) the cultural symbol system of the artifacts of daily l i fe o{
home and farm.

Scott's analysis of family l i fe in the discourse of the parables
suggests that the family is the major institution for organizing social
exchange throughout the vil lage, ciry and beyond (pp. 79-202).
The center of the social map in the parables is the family, with the
father as the prominent f igure. This social map provides basic iden-
tity for people, defining their relation to one another in such a
manner that it pervades their understanding of social activit ies in
the vil lage, the city and beyond to the ends of the world. In addition,
'[t]his 

social map furnishes a metaphorical system for the kingdom
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of God' $.79). The kingdom is l ike a family where one son says he

*il l  g" out to work and does not and another says he wil l not work

but Joes (pp. 80-s). Also it is like a man who gives three loaves at

midnight to a friend in his village who must offer hospitality to

unexpected guests who have just arrived (pp.86-92). Moreover, it is

like two men in the city who went uP to the Temple, and the one

with social status prayed confidently while the one who was a social

ourcast asked for mercy (pp. 93-Z). \Tithin these parables and

others, the social map of family relations that reach out to vil lage,

city and beyond functions as a metaphorical system for the kingdom

of God. A major feature of their discourse is to reconfigure tradi-

tional expectations concerning who is securely an insider and who

is certainly an outsider. Each parable in its own way uses the social

map to show the unusual, unpredictable and regularly disturbing

narure of the kingdom of God.

In another group of parables, the social and cultural system of

patron-client relations functions on a vertical axis to organize

power exchange in society. The obligations are based on long-term

relations, and actions are legitimated by custom more than law. For

most matters, in fact, there is no appeal within the legal system.

This system for 'allocating resources, exchanging Power and wealth,

and legitimating the social structure' (p. 205) provides a meta-

phorical framework for parables that feature master and servants,
traveling householders and stewards, creditors and debtors, farm-
owners and farmworkers (pp.205-98). Again, these parables subvert
the assumptions of the world. In this world of dependency and
inequality, certain masters are generous to the complaint of some,
others are hardhearted to the dismay of some, and some resPonc
positively to crafty but i l legal action to the surprise of many.
Again this is a world where regular values and expectations are in
upheaval. Vorking metaphorically for the kingdom of God, these
parables exhibit a range of actions and responses embedded in
patron-client relations. The parables intermingle the need to
reassess how God works with judgment and mercy with a reassess-
ment of people on earth who have power to iudge and to have
mercy and people who anticipate judgment or nlercy.

In the third group of parables, the artifacts of daily life of home
and farm function as the symbols of transcendent cultural values.
Seed, an empty jar, leaven, a small coin, a net, a treasure, f ig trees
and sheep become symbols of the kingdom in ordinary, surPrising
lnd sometimes offensive ways. As these artifacts function as
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symbols for values associated with the kingdom of God, the hearer
of the parable has to decide which risk ro take, which value to
choose or which failure ro accepr (pp.3O1-aU). The basic ingredi-
ents of daily life function metaphorically for the basic dynamics of
the kingdom. Big celebrations for little things, good results from
unclean things or failure, or ordinary results from everyday things,
are all present in this metaphorical world of the kingdom.

Exploring the parables in the context of the social and cultural
institutions and systems of the first-century Mediterranean world,
Scott concludes that their discourse coordinates the everyday, the
unclean and miracle. One of the most surprising results is that para-
bles do not invoke the fantasy world of the peasant (p. a21). They
feature everyday acrivities of cheating, anger, loss, enly, disappoint-
ment and surprise without assuring the hearer that everything will
be all right in the end. Rather, in the end there may be failure,
mercy, judgment, praise, dismissal, joy or simply dismay. This
study, appearing in 1989, exhibits the promise of embedding close
analysis of the inner rexture of New Testament texts in investiga-
tion of the dynamics of social and cultural institutions and systems
that function in them. Scotr does not call this a socio-rhetorical
study, but the close reading of the parables is rhetorical in narure
and the exploration of the social and cultural narure of the discourse
is comprehensive. From my perspecrive, this book exhibits a form
of socio-rhetorical analysis.

In 1991, David B. Gowler systematically investigated the function
of the social and cultural sysrems of honor and shame, patronf
broker/client, limited good, kinship, hospitality, reciprocity, purity
and challenge-riposte in the context of a highly developed approach
to the narratorial texture of Luke and Acts. As Gowler applied
his socio-narratological approach ro the characterization of Phari-
sees in Luke and Acts, he interpreted exrensive portions of Luke
5-7,1Jl-19 and Acts 5,15,23 and 26 (tl l t: tZZ-296). His investi-
gation of common Mediterranean social and cultural systems in
the context of detailed analysis of the narratorial texrure of Luke
and Acts contributes to analysis of social and cultural texture in
the framework of socio-rhetorical analysis. His analysis of Luke
7.36-50 serves well to illustrate the manner in which it makes this
contribution.

First Gowler analyzes the inner texture of the narrative in a nar-
ratorial mode. The narrator (l.lZ) and the Pharisee (7.31) directly
define the woman as a sinner, and Jesus implicit ly defines her in this
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vay (7.47). The Pharisee Simon directly defines Jesus as a teacher
(2.+O), but his inner thoughts deny that he is a prophet (l. lg).fte
narrator directly defines the Pharisee as rhe host (2.39), but Jesus
names the host as Simon (2.+O). Direct definition occurs, then, from
points of view that alternate among the narrator, the pharisee and
Jesus (p.219) .

In this conrexr, the woman defines herself indirectly through her
acrion: she 'wet 

Jesus' feet with her tears, wiped them with her hair,
kissed his feet, and proceeded to anoint them' (p. 220). Then the
focus turns from the woman to the Pharisee, bypassing Jesus. But
the Pharisee does not speak at this point; rhe narrator reveals his' inner thoughts', which raise doubts that Jesus is a prophet or he
would know the woman is sinful and would not allow her to touch
him (7.39). The dialogue that follows introduces comparison and
contrast. As Jesus speaks, the two debtors in the parable function by
analogy with the Pharisee and the woman, and this analogy, plus
Jesus' additional statemenrs, ser the woman and the phaiisee in
contrast to one another. The woman, Jesus says, provided a greeting
kiss and warer and oinrment for his feet, and the pharisee piorridei
none of these. Jesus' favorable response to the woman and the
Pharisees'unfavorable response result in status reversal: norms are
defamiliarized, Jesus affirms the unfamili ar and:

the triangle of relationships between Jesus, Simon the
Pharisee, and the woman forces readers ro take sides and to
identify with the woman's attitude toward Jesus. . . . Simon -
as well as the reader - is forced to consider the fact that there
is no qualitative difference berween himself and the sinful
woman, only a quantitative difference.

(pp. zzo-t)

After this exhibition of narratorial texture in the storv. Gowler
turns to the function of cultural scripts in it. The dialogue between
Jesus and Simon is an honor anJ shame conresr. iVhen Jes.rs
responds publicly to Simon's silent challenge, Simon is put on the
detensive. Simon's honor decreases as he joins all the other
Pharisees who have been bested byJesus, andJesus' honor increases.
Social meanings associated with di{i.."nt p"rt! of the body highlight
implications of honor and shame. The head is a primary'ry-bofof
honor; washing someone's feet is a shameful task. Simon did not
anoint Jesus' head nor supply water for his feet; the woman did not
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dare to anoint Jesus' head, but wiped his feet with the hair of 6..
head, and kissed and anoinred his feet. 'The stress upon her humilia_
tion is shown by the seven-fold repetition of the word feer in these
few verses' (p.ZZl).

At this point Gowler rurns to Mediterranean hospitality and to
patron-client relationships to interpret the honor and shame in the
story. \Vhen a person outside a community is invited to dine or
lodge in someone's house, that person changes from a stranger to a
guest. Ambivalence is pervasive as the host gives precedence to rhe
stranger over familiar guests. The host gains honor by the quality
of his guests; guests in turn are expected to honor the host. Any
implication that the host has slighted the guest brings dishonor to
the host; any sign of ingratitude on the part of the guest brings dis-
honor to the guest. In this story, hospitality interacts with patron-
client relations. Jesus' acceptance of the role of guest is also an
acceptance of the role of a client to a patron. Vhen the woman
challenges Jesus' honor in this public setting, however, Jesus accepts
her actions as a greater f<lrm of hospitality than Simon has offered
and adopts the role of broker of God's blessings to her as a client.

Jesus' roles as both client-guest and broker of God's blessings
create a social fracas that the story does not resolve. The implication
is that the Pharisee needs Jesus to function as broker of God's
blessings to him also, which, of course, is an insult to the Pharisee's
status as a religious leader in the community (pp. 222-6).

Gowler's interpretation investigates the function of common
social and cultural systems in the discourse of the story. Thus, it
takes a significant step toward socio-rhetorical analysis. The absence
of rhetorical theory to analyze the argumentative texture of the
story (cf. Mack and Robbins 1989: 85-106), of detailed comparative
analysis to interpret the intertexture of the story, and of ideological
investigation to analyze the stereotypes and ethnic strategies of the
discourse prevent it from delivering a full-f ledged socio-rhetorical
analysis and interpretation (Robbins 1992a). Nevertheless, Gowler's
analysis has contributed to the formulation of programmatic socio-
rhetorical exegesis which integrates detailed social and cultural
analysis with careful analysis of the inner texture of New Testament
texts.

Building on the work of Malherbe and others, Stanley K. Stowers
has taken analysis of cultural intertexture into a mode of rhetorical-
crit ical interpretation that provides a 'thick description' of cultural
codes and generic conceptions. His essay on 'Friends 

and Enemies
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in the Polit ics of Heaven' exhibits the procedure well (tggt)'
'c.^wers, 

observing extensive language concerning friends and

l".ri.r in Paul's letter to the Phil ippians, explores discussions of

]i" .n.i.n, institution of friendship in texts from Aristotle, Plato'

,rrty Sroi._t. Epicureans, Cicero, Plutarch, Dio Chrysostom and

ij io*.n.r Laertius. Informed by this data, Stowers analyzes the

1r.hl,".,,r." and strategies of the discourse from the PersPective of a

i.r,., of friendship. within the contrastive models of friends versus

.n.ai.r, the discourse Presents Paul as the author of a hortatory or

osychagogi. letter to a community of friends (p. 108), God as the

irl^rot and completer of the Phil ippian community (p. 117) and

Christ as both Lord and friend of Paul and the community (p. 119).

Since the cultural codes of friendship concern not only individual

personal  re lat ions but  pol i t ics and business (p.  tO7) '  the d iscourse

establishes a polit ics of heaven that informs roles, economics and

personal relationships in God's community on earth. The symmetry

,rong 
'the relationship of Paul to the Phil ippians, the relationship

the Phil ippians are to have with one another, and the relationship

both have with Christ' (p. t 1S) creates a culturally encoded symbolic

world which nurtures theological convictions that inform wide-

ranging sectors of Christian l ife. Distinctive features emerge with

the pervasive use of language from the lower end of the status spec-

trum of Greco-Roman friendship and patronage, namely servants or
slaves (p. 120), and the particular drama of Christ's decision to l ive
as a servant (p. ttZ). Paul's own imprisonment and adoption of
hardship in the tradition of the Cynics contributes the additional
etbos rc make the rext an authoritative treatise for Christian l ife.

\f l i l l i  Braun brought analysis of social and cultural systems into a
full rhetorical mode in his recent study of Luke (tsss). The two
major systems are honor and shame and the distribution of food
and wealth in the context of the city. These social and cultural
systems provide the dynamics for the exchange between Jesus and
the Pharisees at the great banquet scene in Luke l4.l-24. First,
Braun shows that Lukan discourse introduces the topic of greed,
love of money and excessive banqueting with the presence at table,
across from Jesus, of a man sick with dropsy. The disease of dropsy,
being'warery', which causes people to have unquenchable thirst and
insatiable hunger, is a standard Cynic topic for describing wealthy
people who waste their l i fe and health with eating and drinking and
who, though loaded with money, continually crave more of it. Here
Braun has uncovered a primary feature of cultural intertexture in
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Lukan discourse that tradirional interpreration has missed. Second,
with rhe insight into the meaning effect of a man with dropsy at the
banquet table among Pharisees, Braun is able to identify the opening
scene in the chapter as a 'mixed 

chreia', a brief episode that attri-
butes both dran.ratic action and decisive speech to Jesus in a well-
known social situation. Jesus' action and speech n.rake up a sharo
social comment in the conrext of a banquet hosted by a pharisee, 

1
representative of a group Lukan discourse stereotypes as ' lovers 

of
money' (Luke te.t+), people 

' l i l led 
with exrorrion' (tuke t t.:r).

Third, recognizing the extended discourse attributed to Jesus frorn
14.8-24 as rhetorical elaboration, the'working oul (ergasia) of a .et
of topics in a special social situation, Braun presents an intricate
analysis of rhe function of the internal 'units' 

in the discourse and
the social and cultural values and topics in the analogies, examples,
judgnrents and exhorrations. Fourth, in the conrexr of this analysis,
Braun explores in detail the implications of honor and shame, distri-
bution of wealth (and honor), l iving by the 'roads and hedges' out_
side the city-gates and wealthy people conspiring against 'peers'

who violate rhe pracrices of the 'elite' 
by fail ing to honor rhe rich

and put the poor in their place. In particular, Braun benefits from
Rohrbaugh's recent study of the Lukan perspective on the ancienr
city in Luke 14 (tgStb), the studies by Moxnes and Gowler on the
Pharisees (Moxnes 1988a; Gowler 1989, 1991, 1,9%) and Scott's
extensive study of parables of Jesus (tSSg). Braun's insights into
rhetorical elaboration are deeply informed by the work of Mack and
Robbins (tg8g) on patterns of argumentation in the Gospels. The
study features throughout a rich use of traditional resources, both
ancient and modern; the work of social-scientif ic crit ics associated
with the Context Group (Ell iort 1993; Malina 1993; Neyrey 1991);
and the work of rhetorical crit ics who have explored the function o{
the rhetorical chreia and its elaboration in the Gospels (Mack 1990;
Robbins 19%a). Braun's investigation contains some of the most
mature socio-rhetorical analysis currently available in New Testa-
ment studies.

Analysis of common social and cultural topics in New Testament
texts, then, is well underway. Beginning in seLinai works in 1981 by
Elliott and Malina, rhis kind of analysis and interpretation has
reached an advanced stage characterized by rich collaboration with
literary and rhetorical interpretations.
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FINAL CULTURAL CATEGORIES

Analysis of cultural all iances and conflicts in New Testament

lir.ourr. is in its infancy (Robbins 1993c). In contrast to analysis

and interpretation of special and common topics., this calls for

rherorical analysis of 'f inal categories' in texts (Rhet. ad AIex.

lJ42lb, 21-1422b, 12; Lausberg 1,990: par.375; Mack and Robbins

l9B9:38,58). Mack's study of the Gospel of Mark in the late 1980s

brought this kind of analysis and interpretation decisively into view

(Mack 1988; Robbins 1991b), and his recent study of the earliest

sayings material has advanced the project further (Vtack t99r).

In his studies, Mack investigates discourse in the Gospels as an

archeologist investigates different kinds of data in a site. Mack's goal

is ro uncover 
' local' voices embedded in the discourse of the Gos-

pels. The task Mack faces at this point is one of 
'cultural intertex-

,ur. ' - namely identifying early cultural voices among the followers

of Jesus that attained a significant enough ' identity' that they can

sti l l  be heard in the new discursive context.
Rather than explain Mack's work on its own terms, I wil l bring

his insights into the context of the socio-theoretical proiect of
analysis and interpretation explained in this volume. Mack builds
on the work of earlier scholars who have detected early 'collections'

of sayings, miracles, parables and pronouncement stories in Mark,
Matthew and Luke. Putting this work alongside the discourse in the
letters of Paul, he identif ies five kinds of ' local' discourses among
followers of Jesus during the first four decades after Jesus' l i fe.
Let us analyze them briefly in the context of the practices of socio-
rhetorical crit icism.

Paul Achtemeier identif ied earlier collections of miracle stories
in Mark 4-8, which he called 

'chains' or catenae of stories (1970,
1972).Mack observes that the discourse in these stories contains no
antagonism or polemic toward other Jews. Rather, these stories per-

Petuate the discourse of the great traditions of Moses and Eli jah in
the Bible. God's mighty powers affect the sea, the wilderness and
individual people in direct ways ro protect, feed and heal them. The
new mediator of these marvelous powers is Jesus, rather than Moses
and Eli jah, so this discourse has been recontextualized in new
stories. Also, these powers occur through new stories in new loca-
tions, so the discourse is reconfigured. Echoes of God's feeding of
the people in the wilderness occur in the miraculous feedings of
5,000 and 4,000 people in Markan discourse, as the people sit downll

ti
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in groups with numbers related to the division of people into
groups during the wilderness wanderings. Also, echoes of Eli jah and
Elisha's miracles appear as Jesus raises a young girl from death to
life (Mack 1.988:215-19, 230-8). In socio-rhetorical terms, this dis.
course is thaumaturgic. The special concern is individual people's
lives, and Jesus is the person through whom the powers of God
work to ansv/er their needs and fears.

'We 
can take this analysis a step further in terms of final social

and cultural categories if we introduce a typology of cultures I have
recenrly developed (tlllc; 19946: 't89-1.94 1,994d).If we take a brief
digression to look at different kinds of basic culture, then we can
rerurn to this Markan discourse with yet additional insight.

Dorninant culture is a system of attitudes, values, dispositions
and norms supported by social structures vested with power to
impose its goals on people in a significantly broad territorial region.
Dominant cultures are either indigenous or conquering cultures.

Subcultures imitate the attitudes, values, dispositions and norms
of a don-rinant culture and claim to enact them better than members
of dominant status. Subcultures are wholistic entit ies that affect
all of l i fe over a long span of t ime.

[The term subculture] stand[s] for the cultural patterns of a
subsociety which contains both sexes, all ages, and family
groups, and which parallels the larger society in that it pro-
vides for a network of groups and institutions extending
throughout the individual's entire life cycle.

(Rob".tr 1978:112, quoting Gordon 1970:155)

Subcultures differ from one another according to the prominence
of one of three characteristics' (a) a network of communication and

loyalty; (b) a conceptual system; and (c) ethnic heritage and identity.
ln a netzuorh subculture, a chain of communication and loyalty

among certain individuals, families and institutions is the most

prominent feature. In certain circumstances, it is diffrcult to decide
if a network is simply part of the dominant culture or is a subculture
within the dominant structure. In a conceptual subculture, a system

of basic presuppositions about l i fe, the world and nature is the most

prominent feature. An etbnic subcubure has origins in a language
different from the languages in the dominant culture, and it

attempts to preserve and oerpetuate an 'old system' in a dominant
cultural system in which it now exists, either because a significant
number of people from this ethnic culture have moved into a new
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cultural environment or because a new cultural system is now

irnposing itself on it.'- 
A counterculture arises from a dominant culture and/or sub-

culrure and reiects one or more explicit and centra/ values of the

culrure from which it arises (Roberts 1978:114; Yinger 1960, 1982).

The term is best reserved for intra-cultural phenomena; 
'counter-

culturalists are cultural heretics trying to forge a new future, not

aliens trying to Preserve their old culture (real or imagined)'

(Roberts 1978. l2l). Countercultures are 'alternative minicultures

which make provisions for both sexes and a wide range of age

groups, which are capable of influencing people over their entire l ife

ipan, and which develop appropriate institutions to sustain the

group itt relative self-sufficiency' (at least twenty-five years) (Roberts

lglgt t l3). A counterculture is ' interested in creating a better

society, but not by legislative reform or by violent opposition to the

dominant culture', which are common characteristics of sub-

cultures. The theory of reform is to provide an alternative, and to
'hope that the dominant society wil l "see the l ight" and adopt a

more "humanistic" way of. l i fe'. In other words, 'social reform is

not a preoccupation' of a counterculture (Robertt 1978: 121). Its

constituents

are quite content to l ive their l ives and let the dominant
society go on with their 

'madness'. Yet, an underlying thenre is
the hope of voluntary reform by the dominant society in
accord with this new model of 'the good life'. Hence, one
would expect a fully developed counterculture to have a
constrncti,ue image of a better way oi l i fe. In short, the term
counterculture might best be reserved for groups which are
not iust a reaction formation to the dominant society, but
which have a supporting ideology that allows them to have a
relatively self-sufficient system of action.

(Roberts 1978:],21)

The value conflict of a counterculture with the dominant society
'must 

be one which is central, uncompromising, and wrenching to
the fabric of the culture. The conceDt of counterculture also implies
a differentia tion betueen the rwo .r.rltrr... which is more disiinct
than the areas of overlap' (Roberts 1978: 121). There is, then, a
'fundamental 

difference b.r-..n a counterculture and a subculture'.
A subculture 'f inds 

ways of affirming the national culture and the
fundamental value orientation of the dominant society'; 

'a counter-
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culture rejects the norms and values which unite the dominant
culture' (Roberts 197 8: ltZ-l. l).

A contraculture is a 'short-l ived, 
counter-dependent cult 'ral

deviance' (Roberts 1978: 124). It is 'a 
groupculture trth.. th.n I

subculture'. contracultures are deeply embedded in a dominant
e u l ture,  subcul ture or  countercul ture.  Contracul tures are 'grouDs

that  do not  involve more than one generat ion,  which do not  e labo_
rare a ser of institutions that allow the group to be relatively autono-
nrous and self-sufficient, and which do nor susrain an individual
over  an ent i re l i fe  span' (Roberts  1928:  t t l ) .  n  contracuhure i5
pr imar i ly  a reacr ion- format ion response to a dominant  cu l ture,  sub_
culture or counrerculture. one can predict the behavior and values
in it i f one knows the values of the society, subsociety or counter_
society to which it is reacting, since the values are simply inverted
(Roberts 1978:123-4; Yinger 1960:629: Stark l96Z: t+t, iS:; Ell.n,
tslt). ln a contraculture, then, the members have 'more 

negarive
rh.rn positive ideas in common' (Robe.ts 1978: 124, cit ing Bouv.rrd
1975: tt9).

I-iminal cuhure is at the outer edge of identity (Bhabha tggz,
+++).  I t  ex is ts  only  in  rhe language i t  has for  the momenr.  In  somc
instances, l iminal culture wil l appear as people or groups experience
transition from one cultural identity to another. In other insrances,
l iminal culture exists among individuals and groups thar have ne,uer
been able to establish a clear social and cultural identity in their
setting. The language of a l iminal culture is characterized by a'dialectic 

of culture and identif ication' that has neither binary nor
hierarchical clarity (nhabha 1992: 445). Speech is disjunctive and
multiaccentual (Bhabha 1992: 445). It starts and stops withour
obvious consistency or coherence. It features 'minimal 

rationality'
as a dialogic process that 'attempts 

to track displacements and
realignments that are the effects of cultural antagonisms and articu-
lations - subverting the rationale of the hegemonic moment and
relocating alternative, hybrid sites of cultural negotiation' (Shabh,
1,992 443).

From the perspective of these different kinds of culture, the
miracle discourse Achtemeier and Mack identif ied is 'subcultural'

discourse that is conceptually related both to Jewish and Greco-
Roman culture. Some of the final categories in this discourse are
'care', 'mercy', ' l i fe 

and death', ' fear 
and cowardice', ' faith 

or trust'
and'the possible'(Robbins 1994d: eO-Z). this discourse shows few
'countercultural' 

features l ike the discourse in the Gospel of John
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that Meeks analyz.ed. In other words, the discourse PerPetuates

l.J^n* ,ttr"-aturgic emphases Present both in Jewish and Greco-

;;;;r tradition. There is an ethnic subcultural base for this

il..ourr" in Mark. Bur there is no decisively 
'alternative' or 

'opposi-

i.,nrl '  .ulr"tal system at work in the discourse. Rather, people who

."it ,tr.r. srories and live in their meaning effects locate themselves

il a ,.rb.ultural thaumaturgic world. Their world is subcultural,

S..rur. it is a local variation of dominant Jewish and Greco-Roman

,r.diriont that feature the great healers of the past l ike Moses,

Eliiah and Asclepius (Robbins 1993c: 448-9). Markan discourse,

then, embeds this subcultural, thaumaturgic discourse in its own

discourse. Analysis of the fully-developed rhetorical narure of this

Jir.orr.r" has been started recently (Robbittt 1994d:65-74); a full

socio-rhetorical exploration of this discourse in its contexts in

the Gospels awaits interpreters who are equipped to analyze and

interpret it.
A second form of local discourse in the Gospels is the kind of

parable discourse that appears in Mark 4. The preceding chapter _in
thi. book contains a brief discussion of Mack's analysis of the
'cultural intertexture' of paideia in the topic of seeds as words that

fall on different kinds of soil and produce different amounts of
'fruitfulness' under different circumstances. In this chapter, we can

take this analysis a bit further. On the basis of its specific social

topics, the discourse in the parables in Mark 4 is gnostic manipu-

lationist. Not everyone is able to understand this discourse. Some

are on the ' inside' and some are on the 
'outside'' Those who hear it

and understand it wil l be able to endure and be fruitful (Mark a.20).

On the basis of its f inal social and cultural categories, this discourse
evokes a conceptual subculture in Mediterranean society. People are
invited to think their way into the kingdom of God. The realms of
agricultural l i fe (Mark 4.1-20,2642),l ight in a house (Mark 4.2'l-2)
and the marketplace (Mark 4.24-5) provide the categories of
'mystery', 'worth', ' the visible' and 

'the just'. This discourse shows
few signs of a'countercultural'stance. The discourse does not sug-
gest that the world is decisively 

'against' people who understand
these things. Those who use this discourse do have both 

'tr ibulation'

and 'persecution' 
in view (Mark 4.17), but the discourse does not

seem to envision a 'programmed' attack on those who understand.
Rather, this is simply the lot of a 

'subculture' that aspires to Par-
ticipate in the wealth of the dominant class but is regularly dis-
enfranchised from it. The discourse envisions that certain members
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of the group 
'give 

in' to 'the cares of the world, delight in riches.
and the desire for other things' (Mark 4.19). Life is good enough thai
some slip into the 'ways of the world'. It is necessary, from the per-
spect ive of  th is  d iscourse,  to  mainta in a commitment  to a specia l .
subcultural view of the way salvation occurs. This, then, is an alter-
native subcultural discourse among some early followers of Jesus.
This discourse does not give prominence to a 'thaumaturgic'

response to the world but to a 'gnostic manipulationist' response
where one seeks a full l i fe by pondering and celebrating the myster-
ious ways God works in the world (Robbins 1994d:74-81).

A third form of discourse appears in the large collection of
sayings common to Matthew and Luke regularly referred to as 'Q'.

Instead of being thaumaturgic or gnostic manipulationist, the dis-
course in chese sayings was strongly conversionist in its earliest
stages. The emphasis was on changing people's view of l i fe in the
world as a way of changing the world itself, and some of the final
categories are 'being blessed', 

' loving' 
and 

'not judging' (Mack tl9::
73-50). This is a noticeably countercultural view of the world with
decisive affinit ies with the alternative l ifestyle Cynics in Antiquity
commonly recommended to people. The view is not to follow the
values and perspectives of either dominant cultures or their sub-
cultures. Here is a wisdom chat turns usual values upside down, l ike
when Diogenes the Cynic said, 

'\why should my body be buried so
the birds can'r ear it when I have eaten so many of them?' \fhile this
movement probably began as a contraculture in Gali lee, within two
decades it emerged as a counterculture with substantive rationales
to support its ideology. One of the ways it began to support its
ideology was with a revolutionist view of an abrupt change that
would occur in the world. In the earlier stages of this discourse,
*' isdom traditions both from Jewish and Greco-Roman tradition
nurtured its vision of the world. Vithin two decades, revolutionist
presuppositions began to serve as rationales for the conversionist
discourse. God wil l burn the chaff with a fire no one can put out;
Sodom will have a l ighter punishment than you; every one who
admits in public that they know me, the Son of Man wil l acknowl-
edge before the angels of God; whoever disowns me in public, the
Son of Man wil l disown before the angels of God; I came to strike
fire on the earth, and how I wish that it were already aflame; there
will be wail ing and clenching of teeth when you see Abraham, Isaac,

Jacob, and all the prophets in the kingdom of God and you your-
selves excluded (Mack 1993: 8l-102). this revolutionist discourse
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G.. naturally with the rising revolutionary discourse in Gali lee

l,lrir* ,fr. 5bs. The Q discourse is deeply grounded in conversionist

llir"iotttrt.ns' 
GoJ's Powers can change the ways of people

l)rorl ingro the discourse rhar l ies at the base of the collection. But

i"^J-J. ?i..ourse exhibirs an angry response to the world. It is so

ffdi; to change the world that God, and his representative the

ii" rf Man, wil lLve to change it '  Now what can mostly be done is

iJ ,"[ oth.. people what the dire consequences will be if they do

,"o, 

- 
r"rp"na. f i, i , discourse remains strongly countercultural.

R-.pr"."nr., ives of this discourse have no choice but to be against

,fr-. *orta, since the world does not share its point of view or

ir..a trt warnings' In the Q material, then, we see a countercultural

nl-.-.n, in early Christianity that began with strong conversionist

fr.s.rppositions and topics and gradually added revolutionist pre-

luoooritlo"t to undergird its countercultural view of the world'

A fourrh form of discourse appears in the pronouncement stories

in Mark. This discourse is pitted not against 
'the world' but against

a particular group of people: leaders in charge of synagogues in

c.l i l ... This discourse is not so countercultural as it is contra'

cultural. This discourse selects a few matters of behavior and' by

inverting them, argues that it stands for something entirely 
'new'

and 
'difrerent' from other people. Maior f inal categories in the

discourse are 
'the lawful', 

' foigiu".,es.', ' the new' and 
'the pure' ' The

discourse contains'ethnic' strategies as described by Fredrik Barth

(Barth 1969; Goudriaan 1992; Astergird 1992)' h actually shares

many values with the discourse it attacks. Rather than emphasizing

any ao-*on ground, however, it concentrates on certain points of

beiravior that it 
'turns on its head'. \flhile this discourse is decisively

conrracultural in relation to the Jewish culture it holds before the

hearer and reader, it is either subcuitural or countercultural in

relation to Greco-Roman culture (Mack 1'98s:179-2Oa)'

A fifth form of discourse aPPears in the letters of Paul and in the

passion predictions ,rrd p"tt ion narrative in the Gospel of,Mark
(M..k tsgz, z+s_lt2). This discourse focuses on the death and

resurrection of Jesus as a means by which people have received

salvation. The data in this discourse suggest that in its earliest stages

it was significantly introversionist (cf. Esler 1994b), focusing on a

particulai thing that had been achieved for certain people' People

gathered in .-i l l  assemblies both to deepen their own experience of

Leing in a secure position in relation to promises concerning death

and t"o deepen their relationship with others who participated in the
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same 'victory' over the forces of death and suffering in the worl,1
Some of the final categories in this discourse are 'rhe 

*..o..b1.]
'the worthy' and 'the 

perishable'. Paul reconfigured this introversio_
nist response into a significantly utopian response with reforrnlsl
tendencies. Ve wil l expand on this in our discussion of 1 Cor-
inthians 9, to which we wil l turn after a brief summary.

SUMMARY

Analysis and interpretation of the social and cultural texture of
New Testament discourse begin to give us a significantly new look
at f irsr-century Christianity. The discourse embedded in the earliest
texts furnishes the resources to deconstruct and reconfigure the
story of the 

'victors' as they told it in the Acts of the Apostles.
Many scholars have known that the standard story of the beginnings
of Christianicy in Acts is highly schematized and embedded in a dis-
rinctive ideology of its own. Its social response to the world is both
conversionisr and reformist. The goal is to change people and insti-
tutions significantly in ways that wil l change principles of distribu-
tion of food and honor among people. It presents a picture of
Christianity as the extension of the history of Israel in a context
where ' leaders of the Jews' continually attempt to subvert their
acrivity and get them imprisoned, kil led or at least run out of town.
This 'contracultural' 

discourse in relation to leaders of Jewish
synagogues is embedded in 'subcultural' discourse that presents
Christians as people who espouse the highest values of the emperor,
namely peace (pax) and salvation. In other words, Jewish contra-
culture discourse interweaves with Mediterranean subculture dis-
course in Acts to present a favorable view of Christians in the
Mediterranean world.

Traditional historians of New Testament l i terature presuppose
that the account of early Christianity promulgated by the Acts ot

the Apostles is accurate in its essential outl ine. The view is that even
if the account snloothes over disagreements that existed among
various factions, schematizes Paul's activity in terms of two or three
missionary journeys, and shows no knowledge of things as substan-
tial as Paul's letters ro various communities with which he worked,
any significant 

'reworking' 
of the history of Christianity as Acts

presents i t  exhib i ts  a scept ic ism that  is  d isrespect fu l  o f 'scr ip ture ' .
The problem with this view is that Acts presents a particular
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-^nfiquration of 
'voices' within early Christian l iterature in a very

""'Ir i- l^, way. What about the 'voices' in the Gospels of Mark,
OArLt'" '" '

i irrrt.* and John? They are 
'scripture' also. It is obvious that Acts

lr"rrn* a picture of early Christianity in terms of the 
'great tradi-

l i"r '  .f l irael. Both 
.stephen 

and Peter rehearse the 
'history of

i"l".f '  n terms of its 'great leaders' and only certain early

Chrirt;.ttt 
-. namely Peter, Stephen and Paul - are the maior

irra.rr ' and 
'movers' of Christianity in the context of these 

'great

traditions"
The New Testament l i terature itself asserts that there were at

least twelve men who were close associates of Jesus during his l i fe-

ti.., plnt a grouP of women who followed Jesus during his time in

Galilee and through the travel that led to Jerusalem and his death.

\ilhat about the voices of these early followers of Jesus? Where are

these voices in the New Testament? \flhere is the voice of James the

son of zebedee and John his brother, whom the accounts call the

sons of thunder (Mark 3.17)? Where are the voices of Andrew,

Phil ip and Bartholomew? \fhere are the voices of James the son of

Alphaeus, Thaddaeus and Simon the Cananaean? \i le now have a

Gospel of sayings attributed to Thomas, which Greek fragments

and careful analysis of the text show was written as early as the

other Gospels that currently exist in the New Testament. Should

we give any attention to voices attributed to Thomas? Or should we

just ignore this voice? Also, there is a Gospel that attributes the

voices in it to Matthew. Should we pay careful attention to those

voices, or should we ignore them also? And there is a Gospel that

attributes voices to John. Should we ignore them? And what about

the voices Paul refers to but overspeaks? Should we Pay any atten-

tion to them? Many voices speak out in New Testament l i terature,

but it is common practice in interpretation to drown most of them

out in favour of a 
'story' that recounts the 

'significant' events in

terms of the 'great traditions' of Israel. Few have attempted to write
a story of Christianiry that begins with a group of early followers
whose belief system focused on parables of Jesus that contained the
'mysteries' 

of God's ways of working in the world. Few have taken
seriously the large collection of sayings of Jesus that a group took
seriously for its l i fesryle in Gali lee during the early decades of the

movement. Few look seriously at those grouPs who emphasized the
special powers of God to heal their diseases' remove the evil spirits
that afflicted them, provide food for them in miraculous ways and
indeed be able to calm the raging waters of the sea. Few include in

U
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this story a group of early followers who fought abour issues ̂ r
leadership in synagogues rhroughout Gali lee. The implicatlon ,....
to  be that  tak ing a l l  rhese movements ser iously  would be d isrespec,-
ful of scripture, since the Acts of the Apostles ir rhe ,uthoiiz.6
'scriptural' 

accounr of the history of early Christianity. But perhapg
the time has come to undertake a complete rewrit ing of the histo*
of f irst-century Christianiry on the basis of the multiple kinds of diJ_
course that exist in New Testament texts. A major question in the
coming years, rhen, is not the relation of the Acts of the Apostles to
the letters of Paul, but the relation of Acts to discourse throughout
the New Testament.

SOCIAL AND CULTURAL TEXTURE
IN 1 CORINTHIANS 9

Specific social topics in 1 Corinthians 9

Analysis of the social and cultural rexture of 1 Corinthians 9 begins
with Bryan \Vilson's typology of sects. This Pauline discourse shows
no signs of being introversionisr. This discourse does not focus on
retiring from the world to enjoy security granted by personal holi-
ness. Nor is it indifferent to social change or individual conversion.
As Meeks observed some time ago, Pauline discourse does not
encourage people ro'go out of the world' (tgzS). The discourse in
1 Corinthians 9.19-22 evokes an image of moving out to Jews (those

under the law). to those outside the law and to the weak. This
chapter, then, does not show significant dimensions of intro-
versionist discourse.

This discourse is also not significantly thaumaturgic. It does
not encourage a focus on obtaining cures, receiving special, personal
dispensations and performing miracles. In certain contexts Pauline
discourse evokes the presence of thaumaturgic interests in early
Christianity (e.g. I Cor. 12.9_10), but it does not feature healing and
miracles as a major response to the world. To be specific concerning
I Corinthians 9, the discourse does not say, 'To the weak I became a

healer, that I might through God's power make them strong
(cf. s.zz). Responses other than thaumaturgic are central to Pauline
discourse.

Nor is this discourse reformist.It does not encourage investiga-
tion of the world to encourage and inform people as they involve
themselves in it by good deeds. 1 Corinthiansg.3-14 does not evoke
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onim'lge of changing the way in which the institutions of apostle-

lil,r. ,11"iti,".y life, vineyard-keeping, shepherding sheep and goats,

l#rc"fr"rt 
work or temple service operate. The discourse pre-

-.looos€s rhat rnese social structures are basic systems of l i fe and

i;; "ot 
imply that they could be changed'

*?.r. 
are four more kinds of social response - conversionist,

reJolutionist, 
utopian. and gnostic manipulationist - and strains

J all of these four.kinds of response are present in this Pauline

iirJorrr.. Firsr, in, the mode of conrersionisl response, Pauline dis-

iu*, .o"riders the outside world to be corrupted. Jews_ consid.er

ltoir, ." be a 
'stumbling block' and the nations consider him to be

.fottu' (f Cor. l.B). This discourse seems to imply that if these views

oi p..pt" changed, the world would be changed' 1 Corinthians .9
.uoi.r ' the image of proclaiming the gospel 

'to win' people

O1+, S.tS). The goal is for people to change. The discourse in

i Corinthians 9, then, does appear to contribute to a vision that the

ipeakirrg and doing of the gospel create a context in which God's

,pirit .h".,g"s people and this change is an important aspect of deal-

ing with what is wrong with the world (cf. 1 Cor. 3.5-9)'

ihi, dir.o,trse is also significantly re,uolwtionist Pauline discourse

maintains that God wil l change the present social order when the

time is right (1 Cor.73'l). In fact, 1 Corinthians 15.51-8 merges

conversionist and revolutionist discourse: at a particular t ime in the

future God wil l act decisively (revolutionism) and the result wil l be

that all people will be changed (t Cor. 15.5'l-2). There are definite

limits concerning what can be achieved on earth. No matter how

many people respond positively to this discourse, it wil l not be

possible for people to change everything or for God's spirit to

change everyone in it. This can only occur with a decisive moment

in the future when God wil l change all things.
Pauline discourse also has utopian strains. It encourages the

creation of a perfect society (t Cor. 13), but this utopianism is

modulated by conversionist and revolutionist presuppositions.
Utopian discourse is more radical than reformist argumentation -

more change is necessary than the world could ever tolerate - and
Pauline discourse has a srrain of this radicality. Pauline discourse is
also less violent than single-minded revolutionary discourse: more
can be done in the world than facil i tating God's overturn of this
world, even though God soon wil l overturn it '  This more that can be
done has utopiai dimensions. Community is a very special thing,
and if the world could become a community l ike the communities
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